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Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are used in numerous applications. Currently, the assessment of dynamic loads with FBGs is
of increasing interest. Those applications include vibration analysis, acceleration, or dynamic strain estimation. The acquisition
of dynamic signals usually incorporates the application of signal low-pass filtering before signal quantization. FBG interrogators
based on spectrometers or scanning lasers inherently have a limited antialiasing capability for dynamic FBG signals. We present
a theoretical analysis of an all optical low-pass filter for spectrometer-based interrogators. The low-pass filter is based on the
application of a luminescent material onto the detector. Light absorption and continuous light reemission lead to an advanced
attenuation of high FBG signal frequencies. An analytic derivation of the system transfer function and numerical signal simulations
are presented.

1. Introduction

Fiber-Bragg-grating- (FBG-) based measurement systems are
attractive due to the inherent immunity of FBG sensors
against electromagnetic interference, low sensor dimensions
and weight, and the multiplexability of a plurality of FBG
sensors within one sensing fiber [1]. Several interrogation
methods have been developed and are already commercially
available. Systems based on scanning laser spectral interroga-
tors, edge-filter-based interrogators, scanning-filter-based
approaches, and systems based on spectrometers are the most
prominent implementations [2–5]. FBG sensors have been
intensively employed in quasistatic environments. Currently,
there is an increasing interest in the application of FBG
sensors for the acquisition of dynamic loads [6]. Among
those dynamic quantities to be measured are accelerations
[7, 8], lamb wave propagation in composite structures [9],
dynamic structural shape monitoring [10], and so forth.
In general, the acquisition of dynamic loads requires a
low-pass filtering of the signal before quantization and
sampling. Insufficient signal low-pass filtering can lead to
the occurrence of aliased signal components in the acquired

signal [11]. FBG measurement systems incorporating high
antialiasing capabilities based on spectral FBG signal filtering
have been demonstrated [12, 13]. Those interrogators,
however, offer a limited number of sensors per interrogator.
FBG interrogators based on spectrometers exhibit a certain
low-pass behaviour due to temporal signal integration before
signal quantization [14]. However, this inherent low-pass
is not comparable to standard low-pass filters employed in
electric measurement systems.

We propose a method for application of an additional
signal low-pass filter for the acquisition of dynamic loads
using spectrometers.

2. All-Optical FBG Low-Pass Filter

Figure 1 exemplarily depicts the interrogation scheme of a
spectrometer-based FBG interrogator. A FBG is illuminated
by a broadband light source. A narrow wavelength band
around the Bragg wavelength λB is reflected and guided via
an optical circulator to the spectrometer. The dispersing
element in the spectrometer images the sensor spectrum
linearly onto a CCD line array.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a spectrometer-based FBG interrogator.

2.1. State of the Art. In conventional spectrometric FBG
interrogation systems, the attenuation of high signal frequen-
cies is determined by the temporal signal integration of the
detector, as described by Van Damme et al. [14]. This low-
pass behaviour is tuneable to certain extent by adjusting
the fraction of the integration time compared to the overall
cycle time of the sensor. The maximum performance, that
is, the maximum signal amplitude attenuation at high signal
frequencies, is achieved for a maximum integration time.
The relative transfer function is then given by

R
(
f
) = sinc

(
π f

fs

)

, (1)

where fs is the sampling frequency and f is the signal
frequency. This indicates a maximum signal attenuation of
3.98 dB at the Nyquist frequency fNyquist = fs/2. Signal
components with f > fNyquist will thus be detected as aliased
frequency components with nonvanishing amplitude.

2.2. System Description. The proposed system implements a
signal low-pass filter to spectrometric interrogators based on
a continuous delay of the spectral signal on the detector. The
continuous delay is accomplished by light absorption and
continuous light reemission within a luminescent material.
A possible arrangement of the proposed system is depicted
in Figure 2. A luminescent material is placed on top of
the light-sensitive detector. The layer absorbs incident light
being refracted at the spectrometer grating and continuously
reemits it towards the detector. A description of the low-pass
sensing mechanism of the system is given in the following.

A FBG peak at a position x0(λB) with intensity I0 on the
detector at a time t0 is absorbed within the layer on top of the
detector. The light will be continuously reemitted at position
x0(λB) with an intensity I(t0 + t′) = I′0 · e−t′/τ at time t0 + t′,
where τ is the lifetime of the transition in the luminescent
material. Conclusively, a trend λB(t) of a FBG peak will be
continuously superimposed with a family of trends λB(t−Δt)
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Reemitted light

Detector array

Figure 2: Sensor array covered with phosphorescent layer. Dif-
fracted light from the spectrometer grating is focussed onto the sen-
sor array. The light is absorbed and reemitted in the phosphorescent
layer.

with intensity I′0 · e−Δt/τ , Δt > 0 [15]. This description is
valid for constant absorption rates in the material; that is,
the probability of absorption for an incident photon must
be constant. The signal generation process is exemplarily
depicted in Figure 3. The original trend of the FBG peak on
the detector is depicted by the black solid trend. The delayed
attenuated signals are indicated by the grayed lines.

If the layer thickness is sufficiently small, smearing effects
due to nondirectional light emission can be neglected. It is
necessary that the detector array is sensitive for light in the
spectral band of the reemitted light from the luminescent
layer.

2.3. Transfer Function Estimation. The Bragg wavelength λB
of the sensor is given by the center of gravity (COG) of the
spectral sensor signature [16]. From a reflection spectrum
I(λ), the Bragg wavelength is given by

λB =
∫ λ=∞
λ=0 λ · I(λ)dλ
∫ λ=∞
λ=0 I(λ)dλ

, (2)
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Figure 3: Illustration of signal generation process. A signal trend on
the detector is smeared in time by afterglowing in the phosphores-
cent layer. The intensity variation of the reemitted light is depicted
by light colour.

where I(λ) is the spectral intensity of the FBG peak. The
spectral FBG reflection at time t0 is assumed to be a delta
distribution at the Bragg wavelength λB, I(λ, t0) = δ(λ −
λB(t0)). The cumulated light intensity on the detector at
wavelength λ is thus given by Iint(λ, t0) = ∫ t=0

t=−∞ δ(λ −
λB(t′))et

′/τdt′, where τ is the lifetime of the transition
in the luminescent layer. Considering a sinusoidal Bragg
wavelength trend λB = sin(ωt) at time t0, the nominator in
(2) can be expressed as

∫ λ=∞

λ=0
λ · Iint(λ, t0)dλ =

∫ t=0

t=−∞
sin(ω(t0 + t′))et

′/τdt′

= −τ(ωτ cos(ωt0)− sin(ωt0))
ω2τ2 + 1

.

(3)

The denominator integral can be simplified accordingly to

∫ λ=∞

λ=0
Iint(λ)dλ =

∫ t′=0

t′=−∞
et
′/τdt′ = τ. (4)

Consequently, the COG at time t of a sinusoidal Bragg
wavelength trend λB = sin(ωt) for a spectrometric system
incorporating a luminescent layer is given by

λB,COG(t) = − (ωτ cos(ωt)− sin(ωt))
ω2τ2 + 1

. (5)

The frequency spectrum of this trend is given by

F(ω, τ) = ± ωτ

ω2τ2 + 1
−∓ i

ω2τ2 + 1
. (6)

The amplitude transfer function of the COG trend is thus
given by

|F(ω, τ)| = 1√
ω2τ2 + 1

(7)

with a −3 dB cutoff frequency of f−3 dB = 1/2πτ. This
derivation shows that the proposed system exhibits a low-
pass characteristic for sinusoidal Bragg-wavelength trends.

The attenuation of high signal frequencies is dependent
on the decay time of the excited electronic state of the
phosphorescent layer on the detector array. Consequently,
this all-optical low-pass filtering can be tuned to a certain
cutoff frequency independent from the readout frequency of
the detector.

3. Total Relative Transfer Function

Temporal signal integration on the detector gives rise to an
inherent low-pass filter of spectrometric detection systems
for FBG sensors. In general, the relative transfer function of
such a system without luminescent layer is given by

R
(
f
) = δ · sinc

(

δ
π f

fs

)

, (8)

where fs is the readout frequency, of the sensor, f is the
signal frequency, and δ is the fraction of signal integration
time during one readout cycle [14]. In the proposed setup
the signal on the detector as derived in (5) is integrated on
the detector. The relative transfer function of the proposed
system can thus be calculated by

∣∣Rtotal
(
f
)∣∣ = ∣∣F( f , τ

) · R( f )∣∣, (9)

giving

∣
∣Rtotal

(
f
)∣∣ = δ

√
4π2 f 2τ2 + 1

∣
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∣
∣sinc

(

δ
π f

fs

)∣∣∣
∣
∣. (10)

4. Numerical Model Validation

The proposed system is modeled by a numerical simulation
using MATLAB. The spectral trend on the detector is
simulated with a time resolution of dt = 10−5 s, and the
lifetime of the phosphorescent material is set to τ = 5·10−3 s.
The simulated FBG peak exhibits a Gaussian profile with
a FWHM of three pixels on the detector plane. Figure 4
shows the transfer function according to (7) and the relative
transfer function extracted from the numerically simulated
signal data without signal integration by the detector. The
evaluated low-pass filter exhibits a roll off of about −10 dB
per decade. The extracted relative transfer function from the
numerically simulated data is in good agreement with the
calculated transfer function. The derived transfer function
for a delta-shape FBG is a good model for FBGs with a
Gaussian shape. As expected, the amplitude of the FBG COG
trend rapidly decreases for high signal frequencies.

Figure 5 shows the total amplitude transfer function of
the spectrometric interrogator system including signal inte-
gration and averaging on the detector array at a readout fre-
quency fs = 500 Hz with δ = 1 for different phosphorescence
life times from τ = 2 ms to 10 ms. The transfer function of
a spectrometric interrogator without phosphorescent layer
exhibits a first root at f = fs. Signals above the Nyquist
frequency fNyquist = 250 Hz are not attenuated sufficiently
for providing strong antialiasing capability. The acquisition
of dynamic signals requires low-pas filtering of a signal before
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Figure 4: Calculated transfer function of a phosphorescent layer
according to (7) (dotted line) and transfer function evaluated from
numerically simulated FBG spectra (solid line). The lifetime of the
phosphorescent transition is set to 5 ms.
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Figure 5: Calculated transfer functions for the proposed system
with different configurations according to (10). An increasing
low-pass behaviour for increasing decay times of the luminescent
material is observable.

signal quantization. This is equal to an attenuation of signal
frequencies above fNyquist = 250 Hz. For increasing life times
of the phosphorescent transition, the system cutoff frequency
is shifted towards lower signal frequencies, providing an even
stronger antialiasing capability.

5. Conclusion

We present a theoretical assessment of an all-optical low-pass
for the spectrometric interrogation of dynamic FBG signals.
The implementation of a luminescent layer in the optical
path of the spectrometer in front of the detector acts as
a continuous signal integrator. The derived analytic system
transfer function is in good agreement with numerically

simulated FBG signals. The cutoff frequency of the proposed
low-pass filter is defined by the life time of the phosphores-
cent transition. For an implementation in a demonstrator
system, luminescent dyes with high absorption coefficients
at the FBG wavelength with sufficiently high optical decay
time need to be identified. For FBG sensors around 1550 nm,
highly Erbium-doped glasses might be promising candidates
[17]. Another promising material system could be given by
materials that exhibit a NIR to VIS upconversion [18, 19],
where transition lifetimes in the range of several ms have
been observed.
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